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Gaseous Supramolecules of Imidazolium Ionic Liquids:
“Magic” Numbers and Intrinsic Strengths of Hydrogen Bonds
Fabio C. Gozzo,[a] Leonardo S. Santos,[a] Rodinei Augusti,[b] Crestina S. Consorti,[c]
Jairton Dupont,*[c] and Marcos N. Eberlin*[a]
Abstract: Electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS) is found to
gently and efficiently transfer small to
large as well as singly to multiply
charged [X + ]n[A]m supramolecules of
imidazolium ion (X + ) ionic liquids to
the gas phase, and to reveal “magic
numbers” for their most favored assemblies. Tandem mass spectrometric
experiments (ESI-MS/MS) were then
used to dissociate, via low-energy collision activation, mixed and loosely
bonded
[AaXaA’]
and
[XaAaX’] + gaseous supramolecules, as well as their higher homologues, and to estimate and order via
CooksF kinetic method (CKM) and
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) calculations the intrinsic solvent-free magnitude of hydro-

gen bonds. For the five anions studied,
the relative order of intrinsic hydrogen-bond strengths to the 1-n-butyl-3methylimidazolium ion [X1] + is:
CF3CO2 (zero) > BF4 (3.1) >
PF6 (10.0) > InCl4 (16.4) and
BPh4 (17.6 kcal mol1). The relative
hydrogen-bond strength for InCl4 was
measured via CKM whereas those for
the other anions were calculated and
used as CKM references. A good correlation coefficient (R = 0.998) between
fragment ion ratios and calculated hyKeywords: hydrogen bonds · ionic
liquids · kinetic method · mass
spectrometry
·
supramolecular
chemistry

Introduction
Room temperature ionic liquids,[1] in particular those based
on the 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium ion,[2] display a very
unique combination of physicochemical properties: negligible vapor pressure, low viscosity, high thermal, chemical and
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drogen-bond strengths and an effective
temperature (Teff) of 430 K demonstrate the CKM reliability for measuring hydrogen-bond strengths in gaseous
ionic liquid supramolecules. Using
CKM and Teff of 430 K, the intrinsic
hydrogen-bond strengths of BF4 for
the three cations investigated is: 1-nbutyl-3-methyl-imidazolium ion (0) >
1,3-di-[(R)-3-methyl-2-butyl]-imidazolium ion (2.4) > 1,3-di-[(R)-a-methylbenzyl]-imidazolium ion (3.0 kcal
mol1). As evidenced by “magic” numbers, greater stabilities are found for
the [(X1)2(BF4)3] and [(X1)5A4] + supramolecules (A ¼
6 InCl4).

electrochemical stabilities, and distinct solubility in both
polar and non-polar solvents. Owing to these outstanding
characteristics, ionic liquids have found applications in many
areas particularly as a new class of materials and solvents
for green chemistry.[3] As such, ionic liquids have been used
as recyclable solvents for organic synthesis, immobilizing
agents for organometallic and bio-catalysis, liquid supports
for analytical and physical chemistry, as appropriate media
for size-controlled growth of nanoparticles,[4] and as nearly
noise-free matrixes for MALDI-MS.[5]
The unique set of properties of ionic liquids is attributed
to a dual behavior resulting from their “quasi-molecular”
structures[6] formed by three-dimensional supramolecular[7]
polymeric networks of anions and cations linked mainly by
C-H hydrogen bonds.[8] In the solid state, supramolecular assemblies of ionic liquids has been evidenced by X-ray diffraction analysis.[9] In solution, such assemblies has been
demonstrated mainly by NMR[10] and electrochemical studies.[11] Knowledge of the intimate nature, type and strength
of hydrogen-bonding in these supramolecular assemblies is
therefore fundamental to understand the very unique propI 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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erties of ionic liquids. Attempts
have been therefore made using
NMR and IR spectroscopy to
measure the magnitudes of such
CH hydrogen bonds in the condensed phase.[6 ,9] In the gas
phase, the extremely low vapor
pressure of ionic liquids has restricted the advantageous use
of mass and tandem mass spectrometry techniques[12] to
form and isolate solvent-free gaseous ionic liquid supramolecules so as to measure their intrinsic physicochemical
properties.
Electrospray ionization (ESI)[13] has, however, revolutionized the way molecules are ionized and transferred to the
gas phase for mass spectrometric (MS) analysis, and has
greatly expanded the range of MS-compatible molecules including now those of much greater polarity, molecular complexity and higher mass.[14] ESI is, in fact, an interesting “ion
fishing” technique since either negative or positive ions are
formed in solution and then transferred by ESI directly to
the gas phase. ESI is also characterized by the gentleness by
which the gaseous ions are formed, being able to transfer to
the gas phase very labile, loosely bonded supramolecules
such as, for instance, hydrogen-bonded amino-acid assemblies (the serine octamer and analogues) displaying “magic”
numbers and enantioselective assemblies.[15] ESI-MS is also
rapidly becoming the major technique for mechanistic studies[16] and high-throughput screening of homogenous catalysis,[17] and to study salt cluster ion formation and properties.[18] We[19] therefore used ESI-MS to, for the first time,
“fish” loosely bonded supramolecules of ionic liquids and
transfer then to a mass spectrometer to investigate their assemblies and to compare and measure via collision-induced
dissociation (CID) the intrinsic “solvent-free” strengths of
their hydrogen bonds.

311+G(d,p) calculations.[21] These data are available from the authors
upon request.

Results and Discussion
Singly charged gaseous supramolecules: Using ESI, a series
of singly negatively and positively charged supramolecules
of all ionic liquids investigated herein (excepted for InCl4for which higher supramolecules were very minor[20]),
linked via weak CH hydrogen bonds, are found to be efficiently transferred directly from their acetonitrile solutions
to the gas phase. Fortunately therefore, loosely hydrogenbonded polymeric supramolecular networks for ionic liquids
are conserved to a great extent during the ESI ion evaporation process.[13] For X1BF4, for instance, this network is clearly seen in the ESI() mass spectrum by the series of singly
negatively charged [(X1)n(BF4)n + 1]1 homologous supramolecules (Figure 1) with n = 0 up to 12 (using a threshold of
0.1 % relative intensity) of m/z 313, 540, 766, 991, 1218,
1444, 1670, and so on (Dm/z 226 for 11B) with nearly logarithmically decreasing intensities, excepted for that of m/z
540 with “magic number” assemblies, see below. The isotopologue anion of m/z 86 (10BF4) and the more abundant
one of m/z 87 (11BF4) for which n = 0 are also clearly detected. Mass-selection and CID via tandem MS/MS experiments (spectra not shown) reveal that all of the
[(X1)n(BF4)n + 1]1 supramolecules dissociate via a characteristic and predictable fashion: owing to their H-bonded nature,
they sequentially loose neutral X1BF4 molecules [Eq. (1)].

Experimental Section
X1 BF4

½ðX1 Þn ðBF4 Þnþ1 1 ! ½ðX1 Þn1 ðBF4 Þn 1

ð1Þ

CID
ESI mass and tandem mass spectra in both the negative and positive ion
modes were acquired using a Micromass (Manchester, UK) QTof instrument of ESI-QqTof configuration with 7.000 mass resolution in the TOF
Similarly, ESI mass spectrum in the positive ion mode
mass analyzer. The following typical operating conditions were used:
shows X1 of m/z 139 and the corresponding series of singly
3 kV capillary voltage, 40 V cone voltage and dessolvation gas temperature
of 100 8C. Tandem ESI-MS/MS spectra
were collected after 5 eV collision induced dissociation (CID) of mass-selected ions with argon. Mass-selection
was performed by Q1 using a unitary
m/z window, and collisions were performed in the rf-only quadrupole collision cell, followed by mass analysis of
product ions by the high-resolution orthogonal-reflectron TOF analyzer.
Ionic liquids of three analogous imidazolium ions (see below) with CF3CO2 ,
BF4 , PF6 , InCl4 and BPh4 counterFigure 1. ESI-MS mass spectrum in the negative ion mode of an acetonitrile solution of X1BF4. Note the series
anions were available from previous
of singly negatively charged gaseous [(X1)n(BF4)n + 1] supramolecules of m/z 313, 540, 766, 991, etc. (Dm/z 226
studies.[6, 20]
for 11B). The intensity scale has been increased from m/z 900 to show more clearly the series of doubly charg-

Geometries and electronic energies of
fully optimized structures were calculated via Gaussian 98 B3LYP/6-
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ed supramolecules [(X1)n(BF4)n + 2]2 (n = 13–25) of m/z 1783, 1897, 2010, etc. (Dm/z 113 for 11B), and the triply
charged ones [(X1)n(BF4)n + 3]3 (n = 34–39) of m/z 2648, 2723, 2799, 2802, etc. (Dm/z 75.3 for 11B). The “magic”
number supramolecule [(X1)2(BF4)3]1 is indicated. *: singly, &: doubly, ~: triply charged.

I 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 2. ESI-MS mass spectrum in the positive ion mode of an acetonitrile solution of X1BF4. Note the series of singly positively charged
[(X1)n + 1(BF4)n] + supramolecules of m/z 365, 591, 818, 1044, etc. (Dm/z 226 for 11B). The intensity scale has been increased from m/z 500 to show more
clearly the series of doubly charged species [(X1)n + 2(BF4)n] + 2 (n = 15–26) of m/z 2061, 2174, 2287, etc. (Dm/z 113 for 11B). The “magic” number supramolecule [(X1)5(BF4)4] + 1 is indicated. *: singly, &: doubly charged.

Figure 3. ESI-MS mass spectrum in the negative ion mode of an equimolar mixture of X1BF4, X1PF6, and X1CF3CO2. The homogeneous supramolecules
are those of m/z 313 [BF4aX1aBF4] , m/z 365 [CF3CO2aX1aCF3CO2] , and m/z 429 [PF6aX1aPF6] . The target mixed supramolecules
[A1aX1aA2] of m/z 339, 371, and 397 are indicated. The loosely bonded structures shown are those predicted as the global minimum by B3LYP/6311G+(d,p) calculations.

positively
charged
[(X1)n + 1(BF4)n] + 1
supramolecules
(Figure 2) of m/z 365, 591, 818, 1044, 1289, 1498, 1722, 1947
and so on (Dm/z 226 for 11B) with nearly logarithmically decreasing intensities (excepted for the “magic number” supramolecule of m/z 1044). These homologous supramolecules
also dissociate via CID by sequential losses of neutral X1BF4
molecules.
Doubly and triply charged gaseous supramolecules: Notably,
we learn from the ESI() mass spectrum that large enough
gaseous (X1BF4)n supramolecules are also able to accommodate two (n = 13 and mass = 2938 u or higher) or even three
(n = 34 and mass = 7684 u or higher) additional BF4 anions;
hence doubly and even triply negatively charged gaseous supramolecules are also unequivocally detected (Figure 1).
The series of doubly charged supramolecules [(X1)n(BF4)n + 2]2 (n = 13–25) is composed of those of m/z 1556,
1670, 1783, 1897, and so on (Dm/z 113), and that of the
triply charged ones [(X1)n(BF4)n + 3]3 (n = 34–39) of those of
m/z 2648, 2723, 2802 and so on (Dm/z 75.3).
In the ESI(+) mass spectrum (Figure 2), the series of
doubly charged species [(X1)n + 2(BF4)n] + 2 (n = 15–26) of m/z
Chem. Eur. J. 2004, 10, 6187 – 6193
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1835, 1947, 2061,
detected. Triply
[(X1)n + 3(BF4)n] + 3
cally stable[22] in
served.

2174, and so on (Dm/z 113) is also clearly
positively charged supramolecules of
composition are, apparently, not intrinsithe gas phase and are therefore not ob-

“Magic numbers” for assemblies of ionic liquid supramolecules: Interestingly, supramolecules of higher than average
stability are evident in the ESI-MS spectra for both the negative and, more generally, in the positive ion series. For the
negative ion series (Figure 1), if one considers the normal
logarithmically decreasing intensity pattern, the abundance
of [(X1)2(BF4)3]1 of m/z 540 is considerably out of range.
No negatively charged “magic number” supramolecules
were observed in the ESI()-MS spectra of the other ionic
liquids.
For the positive ion series, the abundances of the
[(X1)5(BF4)4] + 1 supramolecule of m/z 1044 is also clearly out
of range, which indicates its greater intrinsic solvent-free
gas-phase stability. Positively charged “magic number” supramolecules of [(X1)5A4] + 1 composition were also apparent
in the ESI(+)-MS spectra of the other ionic liquids except

I 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 4. Tandem ESI-MS/MS product ion mass spectrum for 5 eV CID of the mixed and singly negatively charged ionic liquid supramolecule
[CF3CO2aX1aBF4]1. The isotopologue ions 11BF4 of m/z 87 and 10BF4 of m/z 86 are lost preferentially since The hydrogen bond with BF4 is
weaker than that with CF3CO2 .

for A = InCl4 . We are currently investigating via DFT calculations the effects governing the extra stabilities of the
singly charged [(X1)5A4] + 1 ionic liquid supramolecules.[22]
Relative strengths of hydrogen bonds: The observation that
ESI is able to transfer loosely bound ionic liquid supramolecules of [(X1)n(BF4)n + 1]1 composition to the gas phase gave
us the unprecedented opportunity to form, isolate via massselection, and then gently dissociate by low-energy CID,
mixed gaseous [AaX1aA’]1 supramolecules (as well as
higher homologues) so as to measure, for the first time, the
intrinsic solvent-free relative strengths of their weak, but so
relevant, CH hydrogen bonds. To form such mixed supramolecules, first an acetonitrile solution of X1BF4, X1PF6, and
X1CF3CO2 was prepared, and its ESI() mass spectrum recorded (Figure 3).
Both series of “mixed” and “homogeneous” supramolecules were found to be efficiently transferred to the gas
phase, and each of the mixed ones: [CF3CO2a
X1aBF4]1 of m/z 339, [BF4aX1aPF6]1 of m/z 371,
and [CF3CO2aX1aPF6]1 of m/z 397 were mass-selected
and then dissociated by 5 eV collisions with argon. As the
spectrum of Figure 4 shows for [CF3CO2aX1aBF4]1 of
m/z 339, the stronger CF3CO2–X1 hydrogen bond favors
the loss of a neutral X1CF3CO2 species, and consequently
BF4 of m/z 87 is formed as the main ionic fragment, whereas CF3CO2 of m/z 113 is of minor abundance. For
[CF3CO2aX1aBF4]1, two loosely bonded isomers
could be formed, a and b in Scheme 1, but B3LYP/6311+G(d,p) calculations predicts b as the global minimum.

Similarly, PF6 is the main ionic fragment of [BF4a
X aPF6]1. For [CF3CO2aX1aPF6]1, however, in
which PF6 interacts more weakly to [X1] + than CF3CO2 ,
PF6 is formed exclusively. The gaseous [BPh4a
X1aPF6]1 and [InCl4aX1aPF6]1 supramolecules
were also formed and dissociated in similar experiments, as
1

Table 1. Relative abundances (I) of fragment ions in the tandem ESIMS/MS spectra for CID of [AaX1aA’] and [XaBF4aX’] +
mixed supramolecules.

A
CF3CO2
BF4
PF6
InCl4
X

A’




BF4
PF6
InCl4
BPh4
[XaBF4aX’] +
X’

X1

6190

IA’

4.4
0.05
0.02
12.5

100
100
100
100

IX

IX’

5.7

100

50.6

100

2.0

100

X2

X2

X3

X1

Scheme 1.

IA

X3

Table 1 summarizes. From Table 1 therefore, the qualitative
order of intrinsic hydrogen bond strength to X1 for the five
anions studied is: CF3CO2 > BF4 > PF6 > InCl4 >
BPh4 . The order above is also corroborated when the
I 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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higher homologue mixed supramolecules were mass-selected
and dissociated. For instance, the dissociation of
[CF3CO2(X1)2(BF4)2]1 occurs by the loss of both X1CF3CO2
and X1BF4 neutral species, but again the loss of the more
strongly hydrogen-bonded X1CF3CO2 species dominates.
ESI-MS in the positive ion mode allows us to perform another unprecedented series of experiments with gaseous
ionic liquid supramolecules: the formation, isolation, and
gentle dissociation of gaseous [XaAaX’] + 1 positively
charged supramolecules now with mixed imidazolium ions,
and to compare the intrinsic strength of their hydrogen
bonds. Three such mixed supramolecules were formed from
an acetonitrile solution of BF4 salts of the X1, X2 and X3
imidazolium ions. Figure 5 shows the tandem product ion
mass
spectrum
of
one
such
supramolecule,
[X2aBF4aX3] + 1 of m/z 573. Upon dissociation, the two
imidazolium ions compete for the central BF4 anion, and
the more loosely hydrogen-bonded ion is expelled preferentially as the main ionic fragment. Since X3 of m/z 277 is
formed with an abundance nearly twice as that of X2 of m/z
209 (Table 1), we conclude that X2 is more strongly hydrogen bonded to BF4 .
To complete the order, the [X2aBF4aX1] + 1 supramolecule of m/z 493 was also dissociated, and X2 of m/z 209
was found to be formed with an abundance nearly twenty
times as great as that of X1 of m/z 109 (Table 1); hence, X1
is more strongly hydrogen-bonded to BF4 than X2. The
[X1aAaX3] + 1 supramolecule of m/z 503 was also
formed and dissociated via similar experiments (Table 1).
From these experiments, the order of H-bond strength to
BF4 is therefore: X1 > X2 > X3. This order likely reflects
increasing electron-donating or steric effects, or both, of the
N-substituents weakening hydrogen bonds to the imidazolium ions.
Relative hydrogen-bond energies by Cooks> kinetic method
(CKM): The kinetic method proposed by Cooks and coworkers[23] has been used to determine thermochemical
properties based on rates of competitive dissociations of gaseous mass-selected ionic supramolecules as measured via
MS experiments. Because of the ease of use, broad applicability, high sensitivity to small thermochemical differences

(typically as small as 0.1 kcal mol1), and high precision, the
CKM has found a multitude of applications.[24] In its simplest form, the method relies on the following major assumptions: a) negligible differences in the entropy requirements for the competitive channels; b) negligible reverse activation energies; and c) the absence of isomeric forms of
the activated cluster ion. When these conditions are well satisfied, the ratio of the fragment ion abundance for, for instance, a proton bound dimer B1-H + -B2 as described in
Equation (2), in which k1 and k2 are the rate constants for
the competitive dissociations, is related to the proton affinity
difference of the two bases, D(PA), by Equation (3). Teff is
the effective temperature, a thermodynamic quantity[25] apparently related to the internal energy of the dissociating
ions, and D(DS) is the reaction entropy difference between
the two fragmentation channels.
B1 H þ þ B2

k1

B1 aHþ aB2 !


 

k
½B1 Hþ 
ln 1 ¼ ln
k2
½B2 Hþ 

k2

B1 þ B2 H þ

PAðB1 ÞPAðB2 Þ DðDSÞ

RT eff
R

ð2Þ
ð3Þ

From Equation (3), the CKM reliability and whether or
not a significant entropic effect operates is verified by investigating the dissociation of cluster ions formed by a set of
reference compounds of known ion affinities (DPA for
proton affinity) and by plotting ln(k1/k2) versus DPA. Thus,
a straight line with high correlation coefficient intercepting
the origin indicates the reliability of the method and the absence of significant entropic effects, and from its slope Teff is
then calculated. From such a plot, the affinity of an unknown can therefore be determined by forming and dissociating ion clusters of the unknown with reference compounds. For systems where entropy effects are relevant, “extended” CKM versions have been developed.[26] Different
instrumental conditions are employed so as to vary the effective temperature, and to extract apparent entropy differences between pairs of cluster ions.
To verify whether CKM is applicable to measure relative
intrinsic hydrogen-bond strengths in gaseous ionic liquid supramolecules, we plot ln(IA/IA’) versus the relative X1 affinities for CF3CO2 , BF4 , PF6 , and BPh4 as estimated by

Figure 5. Tandem ESI-MS/MS product ion mass spectrum for 5 eV CID of the mixed and singly positively charged ionic liquid supramolecule
[X2aBF4aX3] + . Because the H-bond of X2 of m/z 209 to BF4 is stronger than that of X3, the X3 fragment ion of m/z 277 is formed to a greater
extent.
Chem. Eur. J. 2004, 10, 6187 – 6193
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Figure 6. CKM plot used to test the reliability of the method for gaseous
ionic liquid supramolecules.

B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) calculations (Figure 6) by using
CF3CO2 as the reference (zero). Drawing a straight line
passing through the origin results in a correlation coefficient
as high as 0.998 and a Teff of 430 K. This effective temperature is very typical of loosely bonded ionic species. For instance, weakly bonded clusters or supramolecules such as
H + , Cl + and Br + bound dimers of amines and pyridines[27]
usually display Teff below 700 K whereas covalently bonded
species such as “electron-bound dimers” display considerably higher, greater than 1500 K, effective temperatures.[28]
These results therefore demonstrate the CKM reliability for
ionic liquids and negligible entropic effects even though the
nature of the anions A herein investigated vary considerably. We then used the plot of Figure 6 to estimate the relative hydrogen-bond strength for InCl4 , an “unknown” for
which B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) calculations are not applicable.
Combining therefore data from the calculations and CKM,
the following relative order of hydrogen bonding to 1-nbutyl-3-methylimidazolium ion X1 is derived: CF3CO2 (0)
> BF4 (3.1) > PF6 (10.0) > InCl4 (16.4) and BPh4
(17.6 kcal mol1).[29] Using now Teff of 430 K,[30] the ratios
from Table 1, and Equation (3) (negligible entropy effects),
the relative order of hydrogen bonding of the imidazolium
ions to BF4 can also be calculated: X1 (0) > X2 (2.4) >
X3 (3.0 kcal mol1).
Figure 7 shows the geometries for the hydrogen-bonded
dimers of X1 with CF3CO2 , BF4 , PF6 , and BPh4 as optimized by B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) calculations. Note the strong
and short (1.95 and 1.88 Q) C(2)Hbond which are predicted for X1CF3CO2 and X1BF4. The C(2)HF hydrogen bond
for PF6 is, as compared to BF4 , considerably longer
(2.01 Q) and therefore weaker. As BPh4 is considerably
sterically hindered, a much weaker and longer hydrogen
bond (2.43 Q) is predicted for X1BPh4 ; hydrogen bonding
occurs via interaction of C(2)H with the ipso carbon of the
phenyl group, which carries the highest density of negative
charge.
6192

Figure 7. B3LYP/6-311G+(d,p) optimized structures of the neutral supramolecules X1CF3CO2, X1BF4, X1PF6 and X1BPh4. The H-bond is indicated.

Conclusion
ESI-MS in both the positive and negative ion modes is a
suitable technique to gently transfer to the gas-phase, to determine magic numbers for their assemblies, and then to
measure the relative strengths of hydrogen bonding. Low
energy collision dissociation of mixed loosely bonded
[AaXaA’] + and [XaAaX’] supramolecules (and
of their higher homologues) via tandem mass spectrometric
experiments (ESI-MS/MS) with the application of CooksF
kinetic method in its simplest form (entropy effects are negligible) provides relative intrinsic magnitudes of their weak,
but very relevant, hydrogen bonds. For the five anions studied, the relative order of intrinsic hydrogen bond strengths
to the 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium ion, X1, is found to
be: CF3CO2 (0) > BF4 (3.1) > PF6 (10.0) > InCl4
(16.4) and BPh4 (17.6 kcal mol1), and for that of the
three imidazolium ions to BF4 : X1 (0) > X2 (2.4) > X3
(3.0 kcal mol1). As evidenced by “magic” numbers, greater stabilities are found for the [(X1)2(BF4)3] and, more generally, for [(X1)5A4] + supramolecules except for when A =
InCl4 .
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